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ELISA and Other Solid Phase Immunoassays
The Gold Standard for medical microbiology, diagnostic microbiology, clinical microbiology, infectious diseases due to
bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites; laboratory and diagnostic techniques, sampling and testing, new diagnostic techniques
and tools, molecular biology; antibiotics/ antivirals/ antifungals, drug resistance; individual organisms (bacteria, viruses,
fungi, parasites).

Introductory Practical Biochemistry
This is a quick-reference manual on practical aspects of immunoassay. Providing a theoretical and practical basis for
modern applications of solid-phase immunoassays, this text brings together experts who have used ELISA and other assays
in a variety of fields. Contributors offer step-by-step guidance on how to use the various techniques involved in
immunoassay. These techniques are extemely useful to laboratory-based researchers and technicians working on the
detection of allergy, the AIDS virus, autoimmunity, etc. Chapters analyze the solid-phase supports used, the amplification
systems, and the quantitation and affinity of antibodies and discuss the applications of assays to biology, immunology, and
microbiology.
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Molecular Microbiology
Human Stem Cell Technology & Biology: A Research Guide and Laboratory Manual integrates readily accessible text,
electronic and video components with the aim of effectively communicating the critical information needed to understand
and culture human embryonic stem cells. Key Features: An authoritative, comprehensive, multimedia training manual for
stem cell researchers Easy to follow step-by-step laboratory protocols and instructional videos provide a valuable resource
A must-have for developing laboratory course curriculums, training courses, and workshops in stem cell biology
Perspectives written by the world leaders in the field Introductory chapters will provide background information The volume
will be a valuable reference resource for both experienced investigators pursuing stem cell and induced pluripotent stem
cell research as well as those new to this field.

Clinical Chemistry, Immunology and Laboratory Quality Control
Laboratory Manual in Biotechnology Students

Comprehensive Laboratory Manual of Life Sciences
This manual is an indispensable tool for introducing advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students to the
techniques of recombinant DNA technology, or gene cloning and expression. The techniques used in basic research and
biotechnology laboratories are covered in detail. Students gain hands-on experience from start to finish in subcloning a
gene into an expression vector, through purification of the recombinant protein. The third edition has been completely rewritten, with new laboratory exercises and all new illustrations and text, designed for a typical 15-week semester, rather
than a 4-week intensive course. The "project" approach to experiments was maintained: students still follow a cloning
project through to completion, culminating in the purification of recombinant protein. It takes advantage of the enhanced
green fluorescent protein - students can actually visualize positive clones following IPTG induction. Cover basic concepts
and techniques used in molecular biology research labs Student-tested labs proven successful in a real classroom
laboratories Exercises simulate a cloning project that would be performed in a real research lab "Project" approach to
experiments gives students an overview of the entire process Prep-list appendix contains necessary recipes and catalog
numbers, providing staff with detailed instructions

Basic Biochemical Laboratory Procedures and Computing
Molecular Microbiology Laboratory, second edition, is designed to teach essential principles and techniques of molecular
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biology and microbial ecology to upper-level undergraduates majoring in the life sciences and to develop students' scientific
writing skills. A detailed lab preparation manual for instructors and teaching assistants accompanies the lab book and
contains a general discussion of scientific writing and critical reading as well as detailed instructions for preparation and
peer review of lab reports. Each experimental unit is accompanied by a number of additional writing exercises based upon
primary journal articles. Exposes students to the new molecular-based techniques Provides faculty with an authoritative,
accessible resource for teaching protocols The only manual to incorporate writing exercises, presentation skills and tools for
reading primary literature into the curriculum Based on a successful course for which the author won a teaching award New
to this Edition: - Presents a real-world study of bacterial populations in the environment in the final experiment - Provides an
overview of molecular biology in a new review chapter - Demonstrates how to design an experiment and how to interpret
the results - Covers grant proposal writing and how panels review proposals - Presents guidance on public speaking and
preparing PowerPoint presentations - Includes tutorials on three widely used software packages

BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY MANUAL
This book reviews the theoretical basis for many biophysical chemistry techniques commonly used in the biochemistry
laboratory, and emphasizes the usefulness of computer spreadsheets in solving quantitative problems related to these
methods.

Molecular Microbiology Laboratory
Forensic Microscopy: A Laboratory Manual will provide the student with a practical overview and understanding of the
various microscopes and microscopic techniques employed within the field of forensic science. Each laboratory experiment
has been carefully designed to cover the variety of evidence disciplines within the forensic science field with carefully set
out objectives, explanations of each topic and worksheets to help students compile and analyse their results. The emphasis
is placed on the practical aspects of the analysis to enrich student understanding through hands on experience. The
experiments move from basic through to specialised and have been developed to cover a variety of evidence disciplines
within forensic science field. The emphasis is placed on techniques currently used by trace examiners. This unique, forensic
focused, microscopy laboratory manual provides objectives for each topic covered with experiments designed to reinforce
what has been learnt along with end of chapter questions, report requirements and numerous references for further
reading. Impression evidence such as fingerprints, shoe tread patterns, tool marks and firearms will be analysed using
simple stereomicroscopic techniques. Body fluids drug and trace evidence (e.g. paint glass hair fibre) will be covered by a
variety of microscopes and specialized microscopic techniques.
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Basic Techniques in Molecular Biology
Human Stem Cell Technology and Biology
Human Molecular Biology Laboratory Manual
Biochemistry Practical Manual - E-Book
The present book ‘Comprehensive Laboratory Manual of Life Science’, deals with practical trends in modern biological
sciences. It furnishes protocols on recent advances in biotechnological methods and aims to cover three most important
aspects of this interdisciplinary stream; such as Microbiology, Biochemistry and Molecular biology. The book contains four
sections: 1. Introduction: emphasizes on good laboratory practices and etiquettes for beginners; the do’s and don’ts of
working in a laboratory, concepts and terminology, etc. 2. Instruments: Principle and Precautions: explores commonly used
equipments employed in different experiments. 3. Experiments: is further divided into three parts: Microbiology with more
than 70 experiments, Biochemistry with 62 and Molecular Biology having around 32 detailed protocols, accorded to make
the readers proficient in the paramount disciplines of Bio Sciences and Biotechnology. 4. Appendix: at the end, a rather
comprehensive section that concludes the book. This book is designed to meet the practical requirements of undergraduate
and post graduate students of Life Science, Biotechnology, Microbiology, Biochemistry and Biochemical Engineering by
providing worked out solution to the most commonly practiced experiments prescribed by majority of Indian Universities.
The latest technological developments in the book will be appealing to the researchers and scientists

Manual of Clinical Immunology
Introduction to General, Organic & Biochemistry
Human Molecular Biology Laboratory Manual offers a hands-on, state-of-the-art introduction to modern molecular biology
techniques as applied to human genome analysis. In eight unique experiments, simple step-by-step instructions guide
students through the basic principles of molecular biology and the latest laboratory techniques. This laboratory manual’s
distinctive focus on human molecular biology provides students with the opportunity to analyze and study their own genes
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while gaining real laboratory experience. A Background section highlighting the theoretical principles for each experiment.
Safety Precautions. Technical Tips. Expected Results. Simple icons indicating tube orientation in centrifuge. Experiment
Flow Charts Spiral bound for easy lab use

Immunology Lab Manual
Intended for use in the two-term, freshman-level General, Organic, and Biochemistry lab course taken by Allied Health
students, the Ninth Edition of this widely adopted lab manual includes 42 experiments for a laboratory program that may
accompany the lecture course. The lab manual has been completely updated and revised to reflect the most current
terminology and environmental standards, and features up-to-date information on waste disposal and safe laboratory
procedures. The manual also includes 6 study aids, 26 exercises and Appendices.

Laboratory Manual of Biochemistry
This book will serve as a practical manual for undergraduate students in MBBS. Related clinical concepts will also be useful
in the preparation of postgraduate entrance exams. This book will serve as a practical manual for undergraduate students
in MBBS. Related clinical concepts will also to useful in the preparation of Post-graduate entrance exams.

Visualizing Human Biology Lab Manual
The propagation of signals through the nervous system depends on rapid changes in electric potential across cell
membranes. These changes are mediated by ion channelsmacromolecular pores that facilitate the passage of specific ions
(e.g., K+ or Na+) through cell membranes in response to various signals. Defects in ion channels can lead to diseases such
as epilepsy. This laboratory manual provides state-of-the-art techniques for investigating ion channel properties and
activity, particularly in the nervous system. Contributors present electrophysiological methods to examine single-channel
activity in cultured cells, to study synaptic plasticity and circuit dynamics in brain slice preparations, and to perform wholecell recordings in awakeand even freely movinganimals. The use of optogenetic tools to study synapses or small networks
in organotypic slice cultures is also covered. Many of the experimental setups described can be adapted for other ion
channels, cell types, or systems. The manual includes background on the structure, function, and regulation of different
voltage- and ligand-gated ion channels. Therefore, it is a useful resource for all cell biologists and neuroscientists seeking to
further understand the complex roles of ion channels in normal physiology and disease.

Food Microbiology
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New imaging technologies have revolutionized the study of developmental biology. Where researchers once struggled to
connect events at static timepoints, imaging tools now offer the ability to visualize the dynamic form and function of
molecules, cells, tissues, and whole embryos throughout the entire developmental process. Imaging in Developmental
Biology: A Laboratory Manual, a new volume in Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press' Imaging series, presents a
comprehensive set of essential visualization methods. The manual features primers on live imaging of a variety of standard
model organisms including C. elegans, Drosophila, zebrafish, Xenopus, avian species, and mouse. Further techniques are
organized by the level of visualization they provide, from cells to tissues and organs to whole embryos. Methods range from
the basics of labeling cells to cutting-edge protocols for high-speed imaging, optical projection tomography, and digital
scanned laser light-sheet fluorescence. Imaging has become a required methodology for developmental biologists, and
Imaging in Developmental Biology: A Laboratory Manual provides the detailed explanations and instructions for mastering
these necessary techniques.

Cell and Molecular Biology Lab Manual
Molecular microbiology is a rapidly expanding area of contemporary science: the application of molecular biology has
opened up the microbial world in many remarkable ways. The attraction of microbes is that they are self-contained and that
they offer complete solutions to understanding the phenomenon of life. This book provides a concise introduction to current
research in the field. Four major areas are introduced and explained: - Bacterial Biochemistry - Bacterial Genomes - Gene
Expression - Microbial Cell Biology

Manual of Immunological Methods
Visualizing Human Biology Lab Manual provides 18 labs specifically designed for the non-majors biology student, each of
which engages students by focusing on the structure and function of each persons own unique body. The lab manual
includes key experiments with step-by-step visual guides and more interesting, real world topics to connect with students
diverse experiences. Visuals are used to teach and explain, not just illustrate, and students with varied learning styles will
be engaged. The applications of common laboratory techniques in science, medicine, and everyday life are also explored in
each lab topic.

Manual of Clinical Microbiology
Lab Manual is intended to be a handy reference for undergraduate and postgraduate students in life science and allied
fields. The book covers fundamental exercises as well as advanced protocols, along with authentic explanation of various
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techniques and precautions pertaining to common errors in the laboratory. It is a complete instruction manual that imparts
knowledge on principles, protocols and applications on techniques of biochemistry, immunology and biotechnology
accurately in a user-friendly style.

Molecular Biology Techniques
Eukaryotic cells are remarkably complex structures, containing a vast repertoire of macromolecules, organelles, and other
compartments that orchestrate the tasks required for life. For in-depth studies of their function and composition, reliable
methods for the isolation of specific subcellular structures are often required. This laboratory manual provides step-by-step
protocols for the extraction of subcellular components from animal tissues, yeasts, plants, and cultured cells. Each chapter
focuses on a particular eukaryotic organelle, vesicle, membrane, or macromolecular complex. Strategies for breaking cells
while maintaining the structural and functional integrity of the component of interest, enriching for that component based
on its physical and biochemical characteristics, and monitoring and ensuring the success of the purification procedure are
provided. The contributors describe both traditional approaches (e.g., density gradient centrifugation) and innovative
techniques (e.g., the use of SPIONs) for isolating subcellular constituents. This manual is therefore an essential laboratory
resource for all cell biologists seeking a comprehensive collection of dependable subcellular fractionation methods.

Imaging in Developmental Biology
Over the past century, studies of the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae have helped to unravel principles of nearly
every aspect of eukaryotic cell biologyfrom metabolism and molecular genetics to cell division and differentiation. Thanks
to its short generation time, ease of genetic manipulation, and suitability for high-throughput studies, yeast remains the
focus of research in a vast number of laboratories worldwide. This laboratory manual provides a comprehensive collection
of experimental procedures that continue to make budding yeast an informative model. The contributors describe methods
for culturing and genetically modifying yeast, strategies and tools (e.g., gene deletion collections) for functional analyses,
approaches for characterizing cell structure and morphology, and techniques to probe the modifications and interactions of
various cellular constituents (e.g., using one- and two-hybrid screens). Strategies for studying metabolomics, complex
traits, and evolution in yeast are also covered, as are methods to isolate and investigate new strains of yeast from the wild.
Several additional chapters are devoted to bioinformatics tools and resources for yeast biology (e.g., the Saccharomyces
Genome Database). This manual is therefore an essential resource for all researchers, from graduate level upward, who use
budding yeast to explore the intricate workings of cells.

Budding Yeast
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The Manual of Immunological Methods represents the collaboration of the Canadian Network of Toxicology Centers, a nonprofit network of university-based scientists dedicated to research, training, risk assessment, and communication. This
manual provides detailed immunological methods that can be utilized by researchers or practitioners who want to enhance
the successful application of this science. It emphasizes the need for continuously improving the quality of experiments
performed and maintaining consistency in the results obtained. The Manual of Immunological Methods presents validated
assays that are accompanied by a series of tools that will guide readers in performing their own laboratory work in the spirit
of the Good Laboratory Practices. It covers specific methodologies including sample collection, preparation of cells, assay
conditions, and data evaluation. Discussion of species differences and comparisons of a wide variety of species is an
important feature. Both graduate students and practicing researchers in the areas of immunology and immunotoxicology
will appreciate the Manual of Immunological Methods as a guide to standard operating procedures in the laboratory.

Subcellular Fractionation
A laboratory manual for an undergraduate-level cell and molecular biology course.

Antibodies
Bringing this best-selling textbook right up to date, the new edition uniquely integrates the theories and methods that drive
the fields of biology, biotechnology and medicine, comprehensively covering both the techniques students will encounter in
lab classes and those that underpin current key advances and discoveries. The contents have been updated to include both
traditional and cutting-edge techniques most commonly used in current life science research. Emphasis is placed on
understanding the theory behind the techniques, as well as analysis of the resulting data. New chapters cover proteomics,
genomics, metabolomics, bioinformatics, as well as data analysis and visualisation. Using accessible language to describe
concepts and methods, and with a wealth of new in-text worked examples to challenge students' understanding, this
textbook provides an essential guide to the key techniques used in current bioscience research.

Practical Immunology
Recent advances in imaging technology reveal, in real time and great detail, critical changes in living cells and organisms.
This manual is a compendium of emerging techniques, organized into two parts: specific methods such as fluorescent
labeling, and delivery and detection of labeled molecules in cells; and experimental approaches ranging from the detection
of single molecules to the study of dynamic processes in organelles, organs, and whole animals. Although presented
primarily as a laboratory manual, the book includes introductory and background material and could be used as a textbook
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in advanced courses. It also includes a DVD containing movies of living cells in action, created by investigators using the
imaging techniques discussed in the book. The editors, David Spector and Robert Goldman, whose previous book was Cells:
A Laboratory Manual,are highly respected investigators who have taught microscopy courses at Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory, the Marine Biology Laboratory at Woods Hole, and Northwestern University.

Genetics of Complex Human Diseases
The present book Laboratory Manual of Biochemistry: Methods and Techniques is the outcome of 17 years of teaching and
research experience of the authors. Biochemistry is a comparatively recent branch but the utility and variability of research
work and the dazzling pace of its development has positioned this discipline in the forefront of scientific hierarchy. As
Biochemistry works at a molecular level (i.e. finer than that accessed by the ultra-modern optical or phase-contrast
microscopes) it embraces other disciplines also. Biochemistry has thus strengthened the integrated approach concept and
solving biological riddles. Biochemical Techniques are used in all branches of biological sciences and biotechnology.
Biochemical experiments are conducted in the laboratory as practical as well as for persuing research. A researcher has to
refer to many journals and books before he/she could get to the working protocol for his/her experiment. This book
attempts to give often-used methods in a single volume. This first edition is divided into 11 Units. Each experiment includes
principle, requirements, procedure, calculation and observations. At the end of each chapter, references for additional
reading are provided. Important precautions, warnings and tips are given under the notes section. In addition, there are 12
appendices, which give minute details on basic chemistry, buffer preparations and other aspects required for the conduct of
the experiments. The methods given in the book will be useful for conducting practical classes at the undergraduate and
postgraduate levels in biochemistry, biotechnology, microbiology, agricultural sciences, environmental science, botany,
zoology, nutrition, pharmaceutical science and other biology-related subjects. This book will be a bonanza for the research
workers since it covers procedures from the classical basic biochemistry to the modern PCR techniques.

Laboratory Manual for Biotechnology
Practical Immunology is a basic text aimed at immunology students and researchers at all levels who need a
comprehensive overview of the methodology of immunology. The rapid and startling innovations in immunology over the
past two decades have their root in sound experimental practice and it has always been the aim of this book to educate
researchers in the design and performance of complex techniques. It will appeal to students of immunlogy, graduate
students embarking on bench science, or specialised immunologists who need to use an immunological technique outside
their sphere of expertise. The definitive lab "bench book". A one stop resource. Techniques explained from first principles.
Basic forms of apparatus described in detail. Totally revised with new user friendly layout to aid use in the lab. Includes
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useful hints and tips.

Practical Forensic Microscopy
This laboratory manual gives a thorough introduction to basic techniques. It is the result of practical experience, with each
protocol having been used extensively in undergraduate courses or tested in the authors laboratory. In addition to detailed
protocols and practical notes, each technique includes an overview of its general importance, the time and expense
involved in its application and a description of the theoretical mechanisms of each step. This enables users to design their
own modifications or to adapt the method to different systems. Surzycki has been holding undergraduate courses and
workshops for many years, during which time he has extensively modified and refined the techniques described here.

Imaging
Introductory Practical Biochemistry, designed to cater to the requirements of students of biochemistry, microbiology,
molecular biology, cellular biology etc. covers modern techniques employed for qualitative and quantitative analysis of
biomolecules. The techniques for genetic transformation etc., have been included to give preliminary information to the
beginners in the field of genetic engineering. Radioisotopic and immunological techniques also find a place in the book.
Each chapter starts with introductory details of the techniques followed by simple laboratory exercises. The book provides
concise information on theoretical and practical aspects of the techniques employed in biochemical studies for the
Undergraduate and Postgraduate students, Instructors and Research workers.

Phage Display
All pathology residents must have a good command of clinical chemistry, toxicology, immunology, and laboratory statistics
to be successful pathologists, as well as to pass the American Board of Pathology examination. Clinical chemistry, however,
is a topic in which many senior medical students and pathology residents face challenges. Clinical Chemistry, Immunology
and Laboratory Quality Control meets this challenge head on with a clear and easy-to-read presentation of core topics and
detailed case studies that illustrate the application of clinical chemistry knowledge to everyday patient care. This basic
primer offers practical examples of how things function in the pathology clinic as well as useful lists, sample questions, and
a bullet-point format ideal for quick pre-Board review. While larger textbooks in clinical chemistry provide highly detailed
information regarding instrumentation and statistics, this may be too much information for students, residents, and
clinicians. This book is designed to educate senior medical students, residents, and fellows, and to "refresh" the knowledge
base of practicing clinicians on how tests are performed in their laboratories (i.e., method principles, interferences, and
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limitations). Takes a practical and easy-to-read approach to understanding clinical chemistry and toxicology Covers all
important clinical information found in larger textbooks in a more succinct and easy-to-understand manner Covers essential
concepts in instrumentation and statistics in such a way that fellows and clinicians understand the methods without having
to become specialists in the field Includes chapters on drug-herb interaction and pharmacogenomics, topics not covered by
textbooks in the field of clinical chemistry or laboratory medicine

Lab Manual in Biochemistry
Lab Manual is intended to be a handy reference for undergraduate and postgraduate students in life science and allied
fields. The book covers fundamental exercises as well as advanced protocols, along with authentic explanation of various
techniques and precautions pertaining to common errors in the laboratory. It is a complete instruction manual that imparts
knowledge on principles, protocols and applications on techniques of biochemistry, immunology and biotechnology
accurately in a user-friendly style.

Introduction to General, Organic, and Biochemistry in the Laboratory
A handbook explaining suitable study designs, measurement of risk factors, and data reduction in the genetic analysis of
human disorders.

Live Cell Imaging
Ion Channels
Phage-display technology has begun to make critical contributions to the study of molecular recognition. DNA sequences
are cloned into phage, which then present on their surface the proteins encoded by the DNA. Individual phage are rescued
through interaction of the displayed protein with a ligand, and the specific phage is amplified by infection of bacteria. Phagedisplay technology is powerful but challenging and the aim of this manual is to provide comprehensive instruction in its
theoretical and applied so that any scientist with even modest molecular biology experience can effectively employ it. The
manual reflects nearly a decade of experience with students of greatly varying technical expertise andexperience who
attended a course on the technology at Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory. Phage-display technology is growing in importance
and power. This manual is an unrivalled source of expertise in its execution and application.
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Fundamental Laboratory Approaches for Biochemistry and Biotechnology
Ninfa/Ballou/Benore is a solid biochemistry lab manual, dedicated to developing research skills in students, allowing them to
learn techniques and develop the organizational approaches necessary to conduct laboratory research. Ninfa/Ballou/Benore
focuses on basic biochemistry laboratory techniques with a few molecular biology exercises, a reflection of most courses
which concentrate on traditional biochemistry experiments and techniques. The manual also includes an introduction to
ethics in the laboratory, uncommon in similar manuals. Most importantly, perhaps, is the authors' three-pronged approach
to encouraging students to think like a research scientist: first, the authors introduce the scientific method and the
hypothesis as a framework for developing conclusive experiments; second, the manual's experiments are designed to
become increasingly complex in order to teach more advanced techniques and analysis; finally, gradually, the students are
required to devise their own protocols. In this way, students and instructors are able to break away from a "cookbook"
approach and to think and investigate for themselves. Suitable for lower-level and upper-level courses; Ninfa spans these
courses and can also be used for some first-year graduate work.

Basic and Practical Microbiology Lab Manual (Revised First Edition)
In recent years, imaging has rapidly become a tremendously valuable approach in nearly every field of biological research.
Finding the right method and optimizing it for data collection can be a daunting process, even for an established imaging
laboratory. Imaging: A Laboratory Manual is the cornerstone of a new laboratory manual series, designed as an essential
guide for investigators who need these visualization techniques. This first volume is meant as a general reference for all
fields, and describes the theory and practice of a wide array of imaging methods. From the basic chapters on optics,
equipment and labeling to detailed explanations of advanced, cutting-edge methods like PALM, STORM, light sheet and high
speed microscopy, Imaging: A Laboratory Manual is a vital resource for the modern biology laboratory.

Wilson and Walker's Principles and Techniques of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Introduction to immunochemistry for molecular biologists and other nonspecialists. Spiral.

Lab Manual in Biochemistry, Immunology and Biotechnology
Yousef and Carlstrom’s Food Microbiology: A Laboratory Manual serves as a general laboratory manual for undergraduate
and graduate students in food microbiology, as well as a training manual in analytical food microbiology. Focusing on basic
skill-building throughout, the Manual provides a review of basic microbiological techniques–media preparation, aseptic
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techniques, dilution, plating, etc.–followed by analytical methods and advanced tests for food-bourne pathogens. The
Manual includes a total of fourteen complete experiments. The first of the Manual’s four sections reviews basic microbiology
techniques; the second contains exercises to evaluate the microbiota of various foods and enumerate indicator
microorganisms. Both of the first two sections emphasize conventional cultural techniques. The third section focuses on
procedures for detecting pathogens in food, offering students the opportunity to practice cultural, biochemical,
immunoassay, and genetic methods. The final section discusses beneficial microorganisms and their role in food
fermentations, concentrating on lactic acid bacteria and their bacteriocins. This comprehensive text also: - Focuses on
detection and analysis of food-bourne pathogenic microorganisms like Escherichia coli 0157:H7, Listeria monocytogenes,
and Salmonella - Includes color photographs on a companion Web site in order to show students what their own petri plates
or microscope slides should look like: http://class.fst.ohio-state.edu/fst636/fst636.htm - Explains techniques in an accessible
manner, using flow charts and drawings - Employs a "building block" approach throughout, with each new chapter building
upon skills from the previous chapter
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